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INTRODUCTION

• SA offers a good quality and environmentally friendly wool

• Approximately 75% of exported wool is unrefined greasy wool and the rest is washed
(scoured) and combed (DAFF, 2015).

• The South African wool clip is mostly Merino clip, but coarse and coloured types are
also produced and sold on a limited scale.

• About 74% of the wool grown in South Africa is wool from merino sheep (DAFF, 2015).

• The wool market use auctions to trade. Buyers and sellers are often unsure of the value
of the wool. In SA, wool auctions are coordinated by South African Wool Exchange in
PE.



INTRODUCTION CONT…
• Price is determined both by internal characteristics of the good being sold 

and external factors affecting it.

Nolan et al. (2013) and Nolan (2014) highlighted that wool characteristics 
are important to buyers and processors of wool into a final product. 

• Wool characteristics
o Fibre diameter (microns)
o Quality
o Appearance (style)
o Clean yield
o Length
o Crimp

• Wool type



INTRODUCTION CONT…



INTRODUCTION CONT…

• There are, however, limited studies on the pricing of wool and factors that
determine the price of wool. The hedonic pricing method was used to determine the
statistical relationships between wool characteristics and price in the Australian
wool market (Nolan et al., 2014).

• To the authors’ knowledge, there are limited studies employing a hedonic to
determine the influence of merino wool characteristics on pricing in South Africa.



OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this study was to assess the attributes of different Merino

wool characteristics on the prices of specific categories using a hedonic pricing

model.



METHODOLOGY
• The data was sourced from wool sold through auction from 2007-2008 to 2015-2016

selling season by Cape Wools South Africa.



METHODOLOGY CONT…

• The analysis of this paper follows the hedonic pricing model developed by Rosen and

defined hedonic price as “the implicit price of attributes that are revealed from the

observed prices of differentiated products and the amount of characteristics associated

with them” (Rosen 1974)

• The marginal or implicit value for each wool attribute is estimated at the sale of auction

price, which can be expressed as a function of the number of characteristics contained in

the wool.

– wool is desired not for its self but for its attributes or characteristics.



METHODOLOGY CONT.…

• The price of wool is expressed as a function of the attributes P(Z) . Consumers’
willingness to pay for Zi is then expressed as a function of the quantities of the attributes
of the composite wool and a vector of exogenous variables. If is interpreted as the
implicit market price for the attribute Zi the equilibrium assumption leads to the
specification of the structural model:

• The marginal implicit price of each continuous independent variable is calculated as the
mean sale price per kilogram multiplied by the regression coefficient (Snyder et
al.,2008).
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( ) / ( )i i iP Z Z P Z    denotes the implicit marginal prices of wool with the market 

equilibrium price function ( )iP Z  implicit in ( )P Z . 



METHODOLOGY CONT.…

• In this study we applied semi-logarithmic form, because homogeneity and curvature 
properties are better satisfied when using log dependent variables, relative to liner 
dependent variables. The hedonic model, estimated in semi-log functional form is:

Where lnPZi is the natural logarithm of wool price (Rand/kg), Υo is constant term, ProAtrib ki  

denotes the set of wool attributes including type (diameter), length and style. ϻ is the error 
term.  



RESULTS



Table 2: Result of hedonic Model 
Parameter Estimate (coeff.) t-value Pr>/t/ Mean Marginal implicit price 

Type/Diameter (Micron)-Super Fine 
Fleece -1.850 -10.410 0 18.120 -33.522
Pieces 0.090 0.350 0.730 15.930 1.434
Bellies 1.530 10.56 0 11.810 18.069
Lox 0.570 8.24 0 7.360 4.195

Type/Diameter (Micron)-Fine  
Fleece -0.950 -0.220 0.827 6.620 -6.289
Pieces 0.041 0 0 5.723 0.236
Bellies 0.072 0 0 4.316 0.313
Lox 1.270 0.230 0.824 4.316 5.482

Type/Diameter (Micron)-Medium
Fleece -1.398 -0.200 0.842 12.479 -17.439
Pieces 0.461 0.330 0.750 12.128 5.596
Bellies 0.534 0.050 0.964 7.607 4.065
Lox 0.657 0.110 0.916 4.161 2.733

Type/Diameter (Micron)-Strong 
Fleece -0.732 -0.420 0.680 11.405 -8.343
Pieces 0.296 0.190 0.855 11.728 3.468
Bellies 0.312 0.210 0.835 5.945 1.852
Lox 0.206 0.160 0.879 4.100 0.846

Type/Diameter (Micron)-Superstrong
Fleece 0.158 0.420 0.682 5.115 0.807
Pieces 0.081 0 0 4.021 0.326
Bellies 0.350 0 0 1.220 0.423
Lox -0.309 -0.680 0.508 1.22 -0.377

Length (mm)
Fleece 0.767 3.150 0.034 54.878 42.098
Pieces 0.016 0.910 0.416 36.050 0.578
Bellies -0.541 -2.470 0.069 48.568 -26.294
Lox 0.054 8.020 0.001 17.726 0.949

Style 
Fleece -0.396 -20.43 0.031 52.454 -20.789
Pieces -1.151 -2.99 0.206 43.32 -49.845

Bellies 2.586 3.75 0.166 34.894 90.228                           *
Lox -1.400 -3.55 0.175 22.200 -31.088

Negatively influence the price of wool Positively influence the price of wool



CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

• The marginal implicit price obtained from the analysis holds implications for different
stakeholders and value chains, which include wool farmers, buyers, processors, and
policy makers.

• The results suggested that changes to current practice could include an increase
effective clip preparation. Wool producers should invest on producing quality
attributes to enhance the market of wool.

• We therefore recommend that marketing strategies should not be based only on price
differentiation, but rather on wool attributes (diameter, length and style).
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